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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Songs of Prosperity DLC contains 3 new songs, totaling almost 10 minutes, composed by the talented
Andreas Waldetoft. Listen to these songs while playing as a Republic.

 A Tuscan Night
 Florence
 A Ballad for Maria
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Title: Crusader Kings II: Songs of Prosperity
Genre: Strategy
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Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,French,German
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its a good game abit like halo wars i enjoy it loads. Great Game! It's unfortunately no longer worked on or supported by the dev.
Multiplayer has been down for a few years as it is. Lack of support aside, Tower Wars brings a nice change to td games. Not
only do you defend waves, you also send waves to the enemy. Many different unit and tower types, too many to list. Great
replayability as well! Even with multiplayer down, the computer AI brings a lot to the table. The AI is competent, possibly too
difficult for some. Considering its a pretty aged game at the time of this review, the game has still held up well over the years.

It's a great dissapointment that the devs no longer support it.

Graphics: 6.5(compared to todays games) 8 (compared to games when released)
Sound: 8
Story: 1 (story is pretty nonexistant)
Gameplay: 9
Replayability: 7

Overall I'd give it a 8\/10. Quite a fun puzzle game. The VR aspect really felt well used, and definitely added to the experience.
Currently stuck about 2\/3 of the way through, but i'm definitely enjoying the challenge.. Actually a fun game if you're fun of
bullet hell shooters. I haven't played very much at the time of this review but I can see myself playing this game as a fun 'bored
or waiting' game.. Worst decision in my gaming life, do not even think about it

 save your money. Very short, but very fun game. I would love to pay for a full version of this that has hours of gameplay,
instead of just 15 min.. good stuff!. I bought this game for nostalgia as this was my favorite putt putt game when I was a kid. It
was still great and I was amazed at how much I remembered about it. I had a smile on my face the whole time.

I also beat "Bear Stormin" the arcade game in the diner, if only 5 year old me could see it happen he would be so impressed.

10/10
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I expected this game to be a spiritual successor to John Elway's Nerf Vortex Championship '97, but was disappointed to find out
that it lacked most of the features that made that game a classic. Graphics were bland, and It was hard to differentiate between
which team had the football. In fact, I never found the football for the entire game. You could choose weapons, but couldn't
choose if you wanted to use the classic Nerf Vortex, or the Mega Howler. John Elway wasn't even an unlockable character. Very
disappointing.

Terrible football simulation, would not purchase again.. I am having trouble with the "swipe" directional control during the
freaking tutorial!!!!! IT DOESN'T WORK - AT ALL. also, there is no menu for brightness, etc. "I don't even care about that....
the game is broken and left for dead.

Can somebody help me out with?? It's driving me nutso.

Vive OG
Vive Pro
Samsung Odyssey and Odyssey+
. This game is really heavy on the specs and dont know why-just plain corridors and nothing to render.
Second time running goes black screen and freezes-also 3 and 4 and 5 time.Uninstall.. A worthy successor to the original game,
taking advantage of the ability to be a bit psychedelic compared to a C64.

I would recommend it, but know that you're getting more of an experience than a game to be replayed over and over.. Drop
Hunt - Adventure Puzzle has decent visuals. It has pretty simple puzzles and gets boring real fast. It only cost me .06 in the
Oriplay bundle(got it on sale for 1.10) and I still feel I paid too much for it. Not fun at all!. A very challening but equally
rewarding game once you master the beats of a level. I really enjoyed playing this, the soundtrack is a treat and really helps you
time the characters movement. Only critism would be I found it pretty hard in some of the boss fights, but the overwhelming joy
of defeating them is great!. Watch my antigravity ship explode simulator. Not for me I'm afraid but if you like this type of game
then I'm sure you'll have fun, it looks good and has obviously had a lot of work put into it so I will give a thumbs up. If they
remove the obstacles and add racing with Ai and maybe a few weapons I would buy it again I did like the idea of the energy
walls.. A sci-fi 'visual novel' that sees your protagonist as the last surviving member of an attempt to colonise an alien planet. A
barely explained incident ♥♥♥♥s everyone's♥♥♥♥♥♥up and you--plus the obligatory AI--are left attempting to fix up the
single escape ship that's left. It bills itself as a 'romance' but that aspect's massively underplayed and the overall story that plays
out ends up not really being all that interesting. The gameplay loop of exploring a different location each day for
items/clues/puzzles is sometimes compelling but very often just boring, and the characters never say anything overly interesting.
The graphics are purposely low-fi 8-bit styled but not in a way that particularly appealed to me (I think I read somewhere they
were designed to ape the C64?); indeed they shaded over into ugly I'd say. There's certainly potential here, but the actual
execution is unfortunately weak.. 5 Episodes each is really entertaining and shows how creator of indie games work.

Super Game Jam gives an insight of how people who worked on really good games such as Hotline Miami are working in a short
amount of time on a unique game idea. It shows how they find ideas to a theme and how they are developing the game they are
thinking of.
You can also play the games they made in the episodes.

I really enjoyed seeing how the idea of making a game is evolving to something very good.

I recommend this Game/documentary because the games are fun to play and the documentaries are very interesting.. A very
good concept and quick to understand too.
The AI is rather simple right now, but the Devs are increasing the AI's level with each patch.
Game works very well without any problems (So far ;-) )

The concept is to take out the opposing Pharaoh with your laser. To do this you bounce the beam from your Sphinx in your right
hand corner into their Pharaoh. There are pyramids with 1 side mirrors, Scarabs with double-sided mirrors and Anubis
'Blockers' that can block the laser, but only from the front. You can remove pyramids by hitting a non-mirrored side with the
laser, and Anubis can be removed by hitting the sides or back.
Each turn you can move one piece, one square OR rotate one piece by 90 degrees.

That is pretty much it for the rules! Quite simple in concept, but can be tricky when facing a real opponent!
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A very well made version of the Board game, without pointless visuals or silliness that could slow down or spoil the game itself.

I would thoroughly recommend this game to anyone who enjoys games of logic, strategy and tactics.
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